Letter Patterns

**Words ending in -ight:** night, right, light, sight, delight...

This exercise helps your spelling by developing the visual memory for what looks right.

Fill in the gaps using the following words:

flight, fright, delight, slight, height, night, right, bright

1. Not left but _ _ _ _ _

2. The loud bang made him jump in _ _ _ _ _

3. The staff worked till very late last _ _ _ _ _

4. What time is your _ _ _ _ _ _ to Paris?

5. This colour is too _ _ _ _ _ _

6. There’s a _ _ _ _ _ _ mark on that kitchen unit, can I have a discount?

7. It’s a high wardrobe, what’s the _ _ _ _ _ _ of it?

8. My little girl is a real _ _ _ _ _ _

* be careful because bite, kite, write, site (as in building site) sound like the above but are spelt differently.
Letter Patterns

Words ending in -ight

Can you think of some words ending in -ight?

This exercise helps your spelling by developing the visual memory for what looks right.

Fill in the gaps using words ending in -ight.

1. Not left but _ _ _ _ _
2. The loud bang made him jump in _ _ _ _ _
3. The staff worked till very late last _ _ _ _
4. What time is your _ _ _ _ _ _ to Paris?
5. This colour is too _ _ _ _ _
6. There’s a _ _ _ _ _ _ mark on that kitchen unit, can I have a discount?
7. It’s a high wardrobe, what’s the _ _ _ _ _ _ of it?
8. My little girl is a real _ _ _ _ _ _

* be careful because bite, kite, write, site (as in building site) sound like the above but are spelt differently.
Clues

1. Not left but r_____
2. The loud bang made him jump in f_____
3. The staff worked till very late last n_____
4. What time is your f______ to Paris?
5. This colour is too b_____
6. There’s a s______ mark on that kitchen unit, can I have a discount?
7. It’s a high wardrobe, what’s the h______ of it?
8. My little girl is a real de_________
Answers

1. Not left but **right**

2. The loud bang made him jump in **fright**.

3. The staff worked till very late last **night**.

4. What time is your **flight** to Paris?

5. This colour is too **bright**.

6. There’s a slight mark on that kitchen unit, can I have a discount?

7. It’s a high wardrobe, what’s the **height** of it?

8. My little girl is a real **delight**.